Abstract. This study evaluates the all-sky GPM/GMI radiances towards assimilation in regional 8 mesoscale model at 183±7 GHz. The radiative transfer model (RTM) namely RTTOV-SCATT is 9 used for the simulation of three tropical cyclones (hudhud, vardah and kyant respectively). 
Spatial Distribution of observed and simulated Tb 166
The Figure 3 shows comparison between the all-sky simulated radiances at band 13 with respect 167 to the observed GMI radiances for three cyclonic events over the BOB region. The microwave 168 observations were averaged to 15 km horizontal resolution to match closely with the effective 169 resolution of NWP model. The increased scattering from frozen hydrometeors at band 13 in deep 170 convective zones results in low temperatures of observed radiances inside the core of cyclone (upto 171 70-80 K). Underestimation was observed using the mie-sphere, sector snowflake and six-bullet 172 rosette shapes. Though the overall pattern and location of convective clouds near the eye of cyclone 173 matched closely with the observations, Tb inside the core can be found to vary with hydrometeor 174 shapes and estimates. This may be attributed to deficiency of frozen hydrometeors at sub-grid scale 175 Atmos. Meas. Tech. Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/amt-2018- The Figure 4 shows distribution of FG departures in mie-spheres and DDA shapes for all the case 180 study events. A negative departure occurs when the RTToV model is unable to produce realistic 181 representations owing to cloud and precipitation. Within DDA shapes, the pdf curve is found to 182 follow a symmetric distribution. The error is spread equally in both directions due to random 183 forecast errors from first-guess and observations. In case of mie-spheres, the shift towards large 184 negative departures indicates the presence of bias in cloudy region. This is because of insufficient 185 scattering by mie-spheres at band 13 (Geer, 2013) . Results show that DDA simulations provide a 186 better realistic scattering in all-sky conditions when FG departures are symmetrical in nature. Figure 5 shows the curve at band 13 using the 37 on x-axis in a bin range of 0.05. 203
At 37~0 , both observations and first-guess are free from clouds (i.e. clear-sky condition). As 204 the 37 increases, the error is found to initially increase linearly and attain the maxima at 205 37~ 0.48 in all the meteorological events after which the error starts declining to the 206 maximum cloud amount ( 37 = 1). The sudden peak at 37~0 .8 observed in hudhud and 207 vardah cyclones was due to poor representation of Tb at higher frequency using DDA sector 208 snowflake shape in heavy clouds that causes large error. 209
In symmetric error model, the curve was piecewise linearly transformed as a function of 210 37 (Geer and Bauer, 2011) (eq. 4). 211
Here, is the minimum defined by the threshold in clear-sky region, whereas 213 is maximum in strongly dominating clouds and precipitation region as defined by 214 threshold. These parameters for each cyclone event at band 13 were summarized in Table 2 . proposed quality control (QC) method in operational all-sky microwave radiance assimilation to 233 eliminate the large FG departures due to cloud mis-location and instrumental errors, however, their 234 study has not considered the observations wherein normalized FG departures are greater than ± 235 2.5 K. 236
For the present study at band 13, threshold limits cannot be decided using the normalized FG 237
departures. Hence, we performed QC by removing 2.5% samples from both sides of the tail of 238 normalized FG departures. Samples after QC are shown in Figure 7 
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Here, the bin size is 2.5 K and # denote the numbers. 
